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     YOU OF MANY LIMBS                                                  

                                     Logan Floyd

                                                      *
You hear them before you see them. You hear their living 

breath inhale, exhale. You hear the warm blood flowing like 
wine through their veins, precious nectar. You hear their hearts 
beat tantalizingly in your ears. Then you smell their scent on the 
wind—living meat, fresh, rich.

You are a predator, and they are your prey.
You hang upside-down, clinging to the branches of an old 

oak tree like a centipede. Your many hands are strong and sure, 
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each as big as a man’s head. Your claws are like daggers, easily 
digging handholds into the bark. Your arms are as long as a man 
is tall. Your body is shaped like a serpent’s and seems to change 
shade with the light, darkening in the shadows of the late 
evening. You make no noise. Your face looks somewhat human, 
except the eyes are too large and black, the hair too wiry and 
coarse, the ears invisible. You have no nose, only nostrils. Your 
mouth is the least human thing about your face—a long, vertical 
slit which opens to reveal a lamprey-like maw with row after row 
of razor teeth.

You are a monster of these woods—you, of many limbs.
Your prey is a family of four. The father appears in your 

line of sight first, an older man, with a graying beard. He is an 
outdoorsman, yes, but he is also a stranger to this land. He 
likely heard the locals’ warnings but refused to believe them. 
His skepticism has doomed them all. Then comes the mother, a 
petite woman, obviously uncomfortable in this setting judging 
by the nervous look on her round, ruddy face. In a short amount 
of time, you will show her what real fear is. Following behind 
them are the children, closer to adulthood than infancy. The 
older one, a boy, looks eager to be here. The younger one, a girl, 
seems to wish she were somewhere else. Both will soon regret 
ever having come here, once they meet you.

You watch as they set up camp near your tree. The father 
begins to pitch the tent. The mother unpacks the food. You look 
on in anticipation as the children leave to find firewood. You 
could kill all of them now, of course, but where would be the fun 
in that? Where is the excitement in finishing them off so quickly, 
not stopping to enjoy the terror and hopeless confusion that 
swirls in their eyes? The way their mouths drop open at the sight 
of you, emitting frantic shrieks, or only letting loose a breath, lost 
in silent horror?

You wait until the children are out of sight. Then you quietly 
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drop down from your perch in the old oak tree to the fledgling 
camp below.

The parents’ have their backs turned to you. The mother 
turns around first, carrying with her a small package of water 
bottles. She notices you and stops for a moment. She does not 
seem to fully register what it is she is looking at. Then her arms 
suddenly go lax. The package of water bottles clutters to the 
ground at her feet. She pays no attention to this. Her eyes are 
focused solely on you, the thing that should not be, but is. Her 
face is as pale as bone now. She stares at you in palpable fright, 
trying to call to her husband, managing only strangled whispers. 
Her fear may kill her before you get the chance.

Her husband is unaware of what is happening. He is 
currently hammering stakes into the ground, oblivious to 
you and to his wife’s silent pleas for help. You make no noise 
as you move towards her, faster than she can believe such a 
huge creature can move, and pluck her up from the ground 
like a children’s toy, holding her by the throat. You turn to her 
husband, who is still blissfully unaware of his fast-approaching 
demise, and make a slight whistling noise, not unlike a bird call. 
He nonchalantly looks up from what he is doing and freezes. If 
you could smile, you would. Instead, you shake his struggling 
wife from side to side like an infant playing with a doll, making 
her do a literal dance of death.

Unlike his wife, the husband is a screamer. He makes a 
sound that is surprisingly shrill, reminding you somewhat of a 
small bird. You rip off his wife’s head, and his scream intensifies. 
Now a fountain of blood is pouring over your hand and arm, 
staining them crimson. You hold the mother’s head in your 
opposite hand, then toss it to the father. He stops screaming 
for a moment, catches it, and stares at the face of his now 
deceased wife. His look of utter revulsion, despair, and terror in 
this instance is one you will treasure for the rest of your very brief 
existence.
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What? Are you surprised by that? Did you believe yourself 
to be the only monster in these woods? Well, you are not. Nor are 
you the most dangerous. That honor belongs to the Brigand.

The children are already dead. The Brigand has taken 
them—he of endless limbs, with many faces to match. He who, 
unlike you, does not hide in trees. Rather, when travelers first 
come upon him, they mistake him for one—a tree that towers 
over all the rest, a giant among dwarves. Then they get closer. 
Then they see the branches are too even, too symmetrical. Then 
they see the bark is too leathery and warm, like living skin. Then 
they see the unusual growths across the trunk open their yellow 
eyes and their sharks’ maws. Then they see the roots that are 
really tendrils pull themselves up from the ground and begin 
to frantically writhe, pushing the massive form frighteningly, 
impossibly fast.

He is the one who is your superior in form and function. He 
is the one who is not content with just the children and is now 
coming for their parents. And you.

You sense this, do you not? Are you scared now, mighty 
monster?

Then run.
You throw the mother’s body aside. The father watches, 

bewildered, as you turn tail and run deeper into the forest, 
desperate to escape the Brigand’s endless grasping tendrils. You 
have outrun him before, you tell yourself. You can do it again. 
You ignore the little voices in your head telling you that he 
allowed you to escape those times and was merely playing with 
you; that he knew he would eventually get you and was biding 
his time, enjoying watching you flee like a rabbit; that today he 
may have grown tired of the game and will choose to end it.

And when he does, there will be nothing you can do to stop 
him. Because these woods belong to him, not you.

You hear the father’s scream behind you. You would have 
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been showing mercy killing him. The Brigand prefers to eat his 
prey alive. You can hear the father’s bones crack, his flesh being 
ripped and torn. The same will soon happen to you, even if you 
deny it.

The Brigand is right behind you now. When it stands still, it 
is the rock in the storm. When it moves, it is the storm. What are 
you, in the face of such fury? From the way you run, you are not 
but a dead leaf, racing like a rat across the silent woods, the great 
wind frightening you on. You, of many limbs—but not enough 
to evade death. The Brigand is coming. You will yourself to run 
faster, your many limbs burning with the effort, claws digging 
huge chunks out of the ground with each frantic movement, 
throwing up a rain of dirt and withered leaves behind you. Run, 
rabbit, run. The Brigand is almost here. You hear him right behind 
you, crashing through the woods with the force of a hurricane—
and yet, somehow, he will leave no trail behind him. Once he 
is done, there will be no evidence that you ever existed, except 
perhaps some local legends. And who ever believes those?

The Brigand is upon you. One of the last things you feel are 
thick tendrils wrapping themselves around your many limbs, 
yanking you back, forcing you first to the ground and then into 
the air. You struggle, but the tendrils are locked tight around you. 
Now all that is left is the real pain. You wait for the Brigand to 
begin biting into you, anticipating the agony that will come with 
each razor-toothed bite into your flesh.

Your death will be a quick one, but it will feel slow.


